
Abstractly, I love the idea of having just
the low and the high—the bass drum and the
snare drum. You hear that concept in per-
cussion from all over the world, like a djem-
be or a doumbek. It can make a low sound,
and it can make a sharp cracking sound. I
love that dialog between the two poles.
Also, in percussion around the world
there’ ll often be some sort of metallic or
faster sound, something that’ s more con-
stant—chattering that happens between the
low and the sharp sound. 

If you use fewer pieces, you realize that
any of them makes an infinite range of
sounds, even by itself. I’ d get confused if I
had more—I’ m already overwhelmed just
reaching for something interesting to play. If
I had a large setup and the music was get-
ting stale, I could spice things up by hitting
something else. But as soon as I took those
sounds away, it forced me to think of inter-
esting ideas rather than just cool sounds. It
forced me to be more creative.
MD: Are there practical concerns when
using just hi-hats and no open cymbals? 
Greg: [laughs] It’ s stupid to admit it, but
that’ s the kind of stuff that keeps me awake
at night. 
MD: Well, it’ s the only metal in your setup!
Greg: Exactly. I’ ve tried many solutions, like
using bigger hi-hats, so when they’ re open
it does sound like a ride cymbal. And I don’ t
mind crossing my arms, but if I only have a
hi-hat, then I have to keep my arms crossed
the entire concert, which can get on my
nerves. 

For a while I put the hi-hats on the right
side, but I couldn’ t open and close them. If I
hit hard they would ring a little longer, and
if I hit quietly they would make a shorter
sound. Sometimes I’ d cop out and have a
hi-hat and a cymbal. [laughs] I finally
bought a remote hi-hat, which I used on our
most recent tour. I can use the cymbals I
have as ride cymbals or crashes, and now I
can use them as hi-hats. I have multipurpose
sounds, an “ any cymbal.”  [laughs] 
MD: You don’ t travel with a throne because
they don’ t go low enough? 
Greg: I don’ t even own one. I used to sit on
a milk crate, which was like a foot off the
ground. There was something about being
really low and hitting the bass drum that felt
more powerful than hitting it from way
above. 

In the early ’ 90s I was really into The
Melvins. I love their drummer, Dale Crover,
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BLACK PANTHER BLACK LACQUERED MAPLE 13 x 6
rich and sexy, this panther is a perfect primary or secondary snare for any set-up... die 
cast hoops give you incredible upper end and reliable response... the thin, beautifully 
lacquered maple shells deliver unanticipated tone and satisfying warmth.

[BPML3600BTB]
SPECIFICATIONS: 5.1mm shell thickness « black 
chrome die cast hoops « fully adjustable throwoff 
and butt plate « 20 strand snappy snare

“I’ve played Black Panther snares for nearly a decade. There’s no more  
 versatile snare anywhere at any price.”
Gregg Bissonette «
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